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ABSTRACT

Research was performed to determine the acoustical characteris
tics of nucleate boiling for the purpose of designing a boiling detector 
for a natural convection, pool type, nuclear reactor. A necessary func
tion of the detector was the ability to distinguish boiling bubbles 
from outgaTSing bubbles. The research conducted, along with a model de
veloped * indicated that the acoustical output from nucleate boiling had 
a flat frequency response up to at least the tens of kilohertz. Any 
peaks in the frequency spectrum were shown to be caused by system reso
nances. Outgasing noise was found to be limited to the low end of the 
frequency spectrum (few kilohertz). The heat flux required for the 
onset of nucleate boiling as a function of bulk coolant temperature was 
detected experimentally and compared to computer predictions based on 
heat transfer correlations. The results compared within acceptable 
limits. Finally, a working boiling detector was proposed along with 
recommendations for its development and use.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The ability to operate at maximum possible power level is a 
desirable quality for most nuclear reactors, both power and:research 
type reactors. One of.the most important safety limitations on power 
level is the maximum permissible temperature of the fuel and cladding 
materials. Cladding surface temperature is a function of the heat flux 
from the fuel which is directly proportional to power level.

Eigure 1.1 shows the familiar graph of heat flux versus AT, the 
temperature difference between the cladding surface and the bulk cool
ant, for non-flow coolant conditions. In the Region 1-2, heat is con
ducted by natural convection, laminar to turbulent flow, and AT in
creases relatively little with.increased heat flux. Region 2-3 is a 
transition regime in which the onset of nucleate boiling takes place. 
Here, the slope of the line begins to increase due to the increased 
value of the heat transfer coefficient which results from the boiling. 
Region 3-4 is the nucle.ate boiling regime, In this region, the slope of 
the line is the largest since a small increase in AT will cause more 
nucleation sites. The resulting turbulence and energy transfer into 
vaporizing the water causes the maximum heat transfer coefficient. The 
point 4 is known as the critical heat flux. In the' Region 4-5, the 
bubbles become so numerbus that they coalesce on the cladding surface 
into a vapor film which effectively insulates the cladding. Here, the 

. ■ ■ ' - • ' . 1 ' ' . ' '
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heat flux aetually drops with increasing cladding temperatures, until 
radiation.heat transfer becomes significant and. the heat flux once 
again begins to rise in the Region 5-6. Once the heat flux reaches the 
critical heat flux at 4, the temperature of the cladding will continue 
to rise, with no increase in reactor power, tin til it.reaches 4f > This 
high temperature can cause melting of the clad and result in severe 
damage to, the core,- . ■ ; : : •

Because of the difficulty involved in designing a reactor to 
operate in a precise region, it becomes desirable to have an instrument 
which is able to detect the onset of nucleate boiling. Sandia Labora
tories operates an Annular Core Pulsed Reactor (ACPR) for materials 
testing and research. A planned upgrade of this reactor plus a propos
al to build a larger reactor of this same type led to this project of 
developing an acoustical boiling detector.

An acoustical type detector was desirable over a flux monitor
ing detector due to the rapid feedback of information and sensitivity 
to small amounts of boiling. Both types of detectors suffer the possi
bility of confusing outgasing bubbles with boiling bubbles. Distin
guishing be ti'reen these two phenomena will be a major.goal of this 
thesis.

Most of.the previous research on the acoustical detection of 
boiling has focused on finding a characteristic resonance of boiling in 
the frequency spectrum. An overview of previous work on this subject 
is given in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the equipment and experimen
tal procedure used in this project. Chapter 4 presents the results and



ail interpretation of the findings. A model of the boiling and outgas- 
ing phenomena is also developed in this chapter along with the design 
and use of a proposed boiling detector. Chapter 5 contains the conclu
sions from this work and recommendations for future work.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introductory Remarks 
A good deal of research has been performed on the aeonstical 

detection of boiling. These investigations were conducted for both the 
general purpose of studying the boiling phenomena and for the specific . 
purpose of detecting boiling in nuclear reactors. A familiarity with 
these previous works was necessary to proceed with the project.

2.2 Literature Search 
One of the earliest theoretical investigations of noise produced 

by bubbles in water was by Minnaert (1933) who found that the frequency 
of the volume oscillation of a bubble was

t - M m  2.i2ttR\/. p

where .
R = bubble radius
Y = specific heat ratio of the vapor in the bubble 
P = static pressure 
p - fluid density

Strasberg (1956) measured the frequency of the volume oscilla
tions from air bubbles detaching from a nozzle. He found that an air 
bubble with a 0.33 cm radius formed at.a nozzle of 0.1 cm radius in

' ; s-
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water at atmospheric pressure gave a peak sound pressure of 220 micro
bars at a frequency of 1 kHz. This frequency compares very well with 
the frequency calculated from Minnaert's formula.

Harrison (1952),.investigating the acoustical characteristics of 
cavitation bubbles» produced single bubbles by generating an electrical 
spark under water, The water was deaerated by boiling and the surface 
was covered with castor oil to prevent re-gasificatioh. This experi
ment is particularly interesting here since the water had no dissolved 
air in it and thus only boiling bubbles were being detected. He found 
that the pressure pulse produced by the collapse of the bubble could be 
fitted by the function

P(t) = P e~t/t:o . 2.2

where . /.v;.' '..V. / . ,
t - system time constant

Various experimenters have performed spectrum analyses on elec
trically produced boiling from wires in water. These investigators 
were primarily concerned with identifying a characteristic frequency of 
boiling. . A sampling of the results follows.

Osborne and Holland (1947) found an irregular maximum from 
1 kHz to 30 kHz for boiling from a wire in the Potomac River. These 
same authors found peaks at 3.5 kHz and 7.0 kHz when boiling was per
formed in a paper cup. Colomb and Binford (1962) detected peaks at 
0.92 kHz, 2.07 kHz, and 3.17 kHz while boiling was done from a one 
square inch aluminum plate in an Oak Ridge Reactor. James (1965) ob
served peaks in the frequency spectrum at 0.95 kHz, 4.5 kHz, and 6.0 kHz



for boiling from a submerged cylindrical surface at atmospheric pres
sure. Meir (1970) found a frequency peak at about 1.2 kHz which he 
claimed was a characteristic boiling frequency and an unexplained peak 
at 4.0 kHz . Saxe (1972), measuring boiling from a wire in the North . 
Carolina State University reactor, stated that the boiling spectrum was 
flat up to high frequencies (about 1 MHz).

These conflicting results appear discouraging if one is con
cerned with finding a characteristic frequency of boiling. An investi
gation and explanation of the boiling frequency spectrum will be one of '■ 
' t h ^ t h i ^ ' - - b f e e s i s * V ' :'-'i-.r

Hogan and Boyd (1957) did research on applying an acoustical 
boiling detector to large power reactors but had difficulty in finding 
a hydrophone which would operate in a high temperature, high pressure 
environment. This problem is not encountered here since the AGPR cool
ant water never exceeds about 40° C and the maximum pressure is about 
twenty feet of water.

Saxe (1969) found that the acoustical output of boiling bubbles 
would be difficult to distinguish from cavitation bubbles produced by 
coolant pumps. However, the ACPI, is a natural convection, pool type 
reactor and cavitation from pumps should not be a problem although the 
possibility should be investigated.

The preceding literature search is not intended to be exhaus
tive but instead, is meant to show trends from previous research. Many 
of the results mentioned will be used later to explain experimental 
results noted in this present research. It can be seen that many of
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the past results. are incongruous and an attempt will he made in this 
thesis, through experimentation and model development, to clear up some 
of the confusion.



CHAPTER 3

EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.1 Introductory Remarks 
This section describes a boiling detection experiment oriented 

specifically toward determining the onset of boiling in aerated water 
under essentially atmospheric conditions. The equipment and procedures 
used to collect data are described. The results of the experiments and 
their interpretation will be presented in the following chapter.

3.2 Equipment
Since one of the main purposes of this experiment was to distin-? 

guish between outgasing and boiling, it was necessary to construct an 
apparatus in which water could be degased and then boiled. A right, 
cylindrical, pyrex tank (radius-19.5 cm, height- 29.5 cm) was fitted 
with a plexiglass cover. A twenty foot long, copper coolant coil car
ried away excess heat to a large ice water tank. Boiling was achieved 
by a cylindrical, stainless steel heater (length- 20.2 cm, radius-
0.75 cm) bolted to the plexiglass lid. The heater was connected to a 
variac power supply and had a maximum output of 4200 watts. A hydro
phone input into an automatic frequency scanning wave analyzer measured 
the frequency and amplitude of the noise. The data were recorded on a 
chart recorder. A magnetic stirring device was used to bring the water 
to a uniform initial temperature. Pressure was kept at atmospheric 
within the tank by means of two rubber balloons connected to copper 

' 9
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pipes which extended through; the cover,. One glass tube through the lid 
allowed air to escape and another glass tube provided feed water. Both 
tubes were sealed off during the experiment. A thermometer measured 
water temperature at a point 2% inches from the lower end of the heater. 
All connections mere sealed airtight with silicon rubber. Figure 3.1 
shows a schematic of the assembled equipment.

3.3 Procedure
The system was first deaerated by heating all the water in the 

tank to 100° C with the heater. Air was released through one of the 
glass tubes and water boiled in a flask on a Bunsen burner was added by 
the other glass tube. After the water was deaerated, it was brought to 
the desired temperature by means of the coolant coil and magnetic stir-: 
rer. The water in the tank was the same water used in the University 
of Arizona's TRXGA reactor.

Extensive tests were conducted to verify that boiling was in
deed being detected and at the correct frequency. The wave analyzer 
was calibrated each day in accordance with the manufacturers instruc
tions . A signal generator, coupled to an oscilloscope, was connected 
directly to the wave analyzer. The wave analyzer agreed very well with; 
the frequency generated and read from the oscilloscope. The signal gen
erator was next connected to a speaker and the signal was picked up by 
the hydrophone at the correct frequencies. All background noise, in- ' 
eluding coolant flow, was found to be one percent or less of the boil
ing noise at full power. . The very small amplitude coolant noise which 
was detected was found in the frequency range below one kHz. By
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1. Power Transformer 
la. Ammeter
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8. Air Release
9. Feed Water
10. Magnetic Stirrer
11. Pump
12. Ice Water Heat Sink
13. Automatic Frequency Scanning

Wave Analyzer
14. Chart Recorder

Figure 3.1 —  Equipment
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operating the heater at low power with boiling absent, it was found that
the hydrophone did not pick up any noise which might be attributable to
the presence of an electric current. Finally, the hydrophone in the
tank could not detect room noises originatihg outside the tank at the
analyzer sensitivity used *

The heater was run at various power levels to determine what 
effect power level had on the spectrum. Temperature dependence was 
studied by making full power runs at various bulk coolant temperatures.

After the outgased water boiling measurements were completed, 
the equipment was modified for the aerated water experiments. A pres
surized air line.with many small holes was used to bubble air into the 
water. Full power runs were made to obtain boiling spectrums with the 
air line turned off. ; The heater■was then turned off and the sound spec
trum of the bubbles emitted by the air line was recorded. Due to the 
small amplitude of the air bubble noise, and the lack of heat being in
put to the system, the coolant dystem was not in use for these record
ings .

Finally, the heat flux required for the onset of boiling was 
determined by increasing the power until a signal was detected. The 
current and voltage to the heater were measured in order to determine 
the average surface heat flux of the heater.



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

'4.1 Deaerated Water Results 
The deaerated water was boiled at full power (4200 wafts) while 

the spectrum was analyzed. The sweep time of the wave analyzer was one 
kHz per minute; The coolant coil successfully kept fhe bulk coolant 
temperature constant throughout the experiment.

The boiling spectrum for the full power run is shown in Fig
ure 4.1. The spectrum for deaerated water boiling was found to contain 
the following peak frequency ranges; 0.5-1.25 kHz,. 3.8-4.7 kHz,
5.5-5.7 kHzs .7.4-8.0 kHz, 8.4-8.7 kHz, 10.5-10.8 kHz and 11.7-12.0 kHz. 
The frequency was scanned up . to 30 kHz with no further peaks being de- • 
teeted. However, detectable boiling noise was measured up to 30 kHz.

The effect of changing the power level (and thus heat flux) was 
to produce the same spectrum but at a diminished amplitude for as long 
as boiling was present (see Figure 4.1). This result was expected due 
to the decrease in boiling intensity caused by the decreased heat flux. .

Full power runs were made at bulk Coolant temperatures of;
12* C, 25* 0, 39* C, 54* C, and 75° C. By varying the coolant flow 
rate, it. was possible to keep the bulk coolant temperature constant 
within 3* C for the duration of each spectrum analysis. The boiling 
spectrum exhibited no obvious temperature dependence except at the 75*C 
bulk temperature where the amplitude was lower across.the entire

13 '
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spectrum. The reason for this loss of amplitude was perhaps due to the 
fact that less bubbles were collapsing in the bulk coolant$ and were 
instead rising to the surface in the boundary layer. The loss of ampli
tude will not present a problem for a detector in the ACPR due to the 
low coolant temperature.

4.2 Aerated Water Results 
The plexiglass lid was removed from the tank, and the boiling 

spectrum was recorded for water with dissolved air. Only one peak fre
quency range was detected at 0.5-1.2 kHz. / The amplitude of the boiling 
noise was significantly decreased from spectrum analyses in deaerated 
water at the same power level (see Figure 4.2). Possible reasons for 
these results will be discussed later. .

A spectrum analysis of the air bubbled from the pressurized 
line showed extremely small amplitude noise up to about 2.0 kHz with ho 
signal being detected beyond this point (see Figure 4.2). It should be 
noted here that many bubbles were produced from the pressurized air line 
and that they agitated the water more than the belling runs.

4.3 Discussion of Spectrum Analysis 
The results of the spectrum analysis appear confusing for two 

reasons. The first is that the frequency peaks rioted do not compare 
favorably with any of the previous work done by other authors. However, 
as mentioned before, these previous works are not consistent among themr 
selves. Secondly, the differences between the aerated and deaerated 
boiling spectrums are a lower amplitude: and a loss of all but one of 
the frequency peaks for the aerated water boiling. The causes for
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these spectrum changes are not immediately apparent and therefore caiir- 
not be used to distinguish a characteristic of boiling from outgasing. 
Obviously, an understanding of the phenomena associated with boiling 
and outgasing is necessary.

4.4 ;Bhilihg\:'â 4:'0utigas.itî  Noise Model 
Consider the life history of a bubble. The bubble starts to 

grow at a nucleation site and achieves a temporary equilibrium when the 
external pressure and surface tension force balance the internal pres
sure.. The bubble can then do one of three things.

1) Remain in equilibrium at its nucleation site.
2) Detach from its nucleation site and rise to the surface.
3) Detach from its nucleation site, move into a region such 

that it can no longer maintain equilibrium (different 
temperature, pressure, etc.), and collapse.

Thus, the bubble has three mechanisms of noise production.
1) Bubble growth '
2) Shape and volume oscillations as the bubble moves in the liquid
3) Bubble collapse

. Two authors studying bubble growth. Eelten (1967) and Ram (1969) 
found the upper frequency limit of noise produced from this phenomenon 
to be 0.1 kHz. Bubble growth will be ■. discussed again, later in this 
section.

Recall Equation 2.1 for the frequency of sound produced by volume 
oscillations. In sub coo led water at one atmosphere,. this formula re- 
duces to
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with B. in millimeters.. .
Now recall the spectrum in Figure 4.2 for the bubbles produced 

by the pressurized air line. None of these bubbles collapse, and there
fore all noise comes from either growth or oscillation. With the upper 
frequency limit as 2.0 kHz, maximum bubble radius is found from Equation
4.1 to be 1.64 mini, or a diameter of 3.3 mm. . This is in accordance with 
visual observation of the bubbles. Also note from Figure 4.2 that, al
though a more violent perturbation of the water is produced by the air 
bubbles from the pressurized line than from boiling by the heater at 
full power, the amplitude of the noise is significantly smaller for the 
air bubbles. ; .

On this subject, Saxe (1970), monitoring single bubbles simulta
neously with high speed film and acoustics, determined that the great 
majority of sound came from bubble collapse. He also found that at heat 
fluxes below that required for boiling, large air bubbles formed on the 
heating surface, detached, and rose to the surface of the water. During 
this phase, the short-duration acoustic pulses noted for boiling bubbles 
were absent. Saxe also studied boiling bubbles in isopropanol which 
rise to the surface without collapse. Under these conditions he found 
only low frequency (few kHz) noise.

For this thesis, an experiment was performed in which the heater 
was supplied just enough power for air bubbles to form and detach from 
the surface. Low frequency noise, similar to that shown in Figure 4.2
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for the pressurized air line bubbles, was the only acoustical output 
apparent in the frequency spectrum.

With the above information, an important conclusion can be 
drawn, namely, that all noise detected comes from bubble collapse except 
for a small amount in the low frequency range.

Let us now turn to the bubble collapse mechanism. As the bubble 
comes in contact with the subcooled water, equilibrium is lost and the 
liquid-vapor interface begins to collapse toward the center of the 
bubble. This movement creates a large pressure wave which moves toward 
the center of the bubble, collapses on itself at a point of high density 
and pressure, and is reflected back outward as a shock wave. Now ideal
ize the shock wave, moving through the water, as a delta function 
pressure pulse in time. -

P(t) = P0 §(t) : 4.2

The Fourier transform of Equation 4.2 is found from

P(w) = P0S(t)e'":Lh)tdt 4.3

which reduces. to

P(w) = ^o/^2r 4.4

It can be seen from Equation 4.4 that the noise produced by this ideal
ized pressure pulse will be a constant independent of frequency. In 
other words the sound will be white noise with a flat spectrum.



However, the pressure pulse from the bubble will not be a delta 
function but will fit the expression found by Harrison in Equation 2*2.

P(t) = Po e"t/tc 4.5'

t is a time constant which represents some width of the pulse at the
point of detection. If t is very small. Equation 4.5 resembles a
"pseudo" delta function pressure pulse. Harrison found t to be of thec
order 10  ̂sec but could not obtain an exact figure because this was
the limitation of his equipment. Evidence from Saxe (1970) indicates

—5that t could be a good deal less than 10 sec. Performing a Fourierc -

transformation on Equation 4.5 yields

P
P(co) 4.6

2tt
f c 1

, 2 + 0)

It can be seen from Equation 4.6 that pressure (or noise) will be inde-
1pendent of frequency for values of to < < ——  . From the value of tc
c

discussed above, this value of to will be at least in the tens of kilo
hertz and probably higher. From this evidence it can be concluded that 
boiling Will produce a flat frequency response, without peaks, up to a 
certain cutoff frequency which will be determined by bubble collapse 
time and, to.some extent, detector location.

4.5 Spectrum Resonances 
Now it becomes necessary to explain the frequency peaks which 

were detected in the boiling spectrum. One source could be the



excitation of the container resonances by the boiling noise. Macleod 
(1966) compared boiling spectra in different containers to study con
tainer resonances. He went on to show that the same frequency peaks 
could be obtained by observing the response of the system to a white 
noise source. Macleod concluded that any peaks in the spectrum were 
due to the particular environment in which boiling took place.

for the deaerated water boiling, the container may be idealized 
as a right cylinder with rigid walls. From Nishihara (1974), the 
resonance frequencies of this system are

£(«ml,n) - fy(t) + (Hr) 4.7

where
f = resonance frequency
c = velocity of sound in water = 1498 M/S .
I m tank height = 29.5 cm
a = tank radius =19.5 cm

ami is a solution of the m th order Bessel function equation 

d J (ira)
— S  —  = 0 4.8da

Table 4.1 gives values of ... Table 4.2 gives values of f (q̂ _. ,n) .
All of the frequency, peak ranges found for the deaerated water 

appear in Table 4.2 except the 0.5-1.25 kHz peak. This peak range could
be due to a resonance from one of the following sources.

1) Vibration of non-rigid container
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Table 4.1 Values of a .mi

m 1 0 . 1 2 3 4 5

.0 0 1.2197 2.2331 3.2383 4.2411 ' 5.2428

1 0.5861 1.6970 2.7172 3.7261 4.7312 5.7345
2 0.9722 2.1346 3.1734 4.1923 5.2036 6.2111

3 1.3373 2.5513 3.6115 4.6428 5.6624 6.6758
4 1.6926 2.9547 4.0368 5.0815 6.1103 7.1305
5 2.0421 3.3486 4.4523 5.5108 6.5494 7.5769
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Table .4,2 Resonance Frequencies (kHz)

n . . m i 0 1 2 3 4 5
.0 0 4.68 8.58 12.4 16.3 20.14
1 2.25 6.52 10.4 14.3

n=0 2 3.73 8.20 12.4 16.1
3 5.14 9.80 13.9
4 6.50 11.4 15.5
5 7.84 12.9
0 2.54 5.33 8.95 12.7
1 3.39 7.00 . 10.7

n-1 2 4.52 8.58 12.5
3 5.73 10.1 14.1 '
4 6.98 15.5
5 .... 8.24 .
0 5.08 6.91 9.97
1 5.55 . 8.26 11.6

n=2 2 6.30 . 9.64 13.2
3 7.22 11.04 .
4 8.25 12.4
5 9.34

0 7.62 8.94 11.5
1 7.94 10.03 12.9

n=3 2 8.48 11.2
3 9.19 12.4
4
5

10.0
10.9
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2) Vibration from: heater, coolant coil, thermometer, 

glass and copper feed pipes, etc.
3) Electronic equipment resonances

The aerated water boiling spectrum contained only the 0.5-1.25 
kHz peak. The lack of the other peaks was attributed to the change of 
container geometry namely, the removal of the plexiglass cover. The 
air-water interface represented a smaller acoustic impedance than the 
water-plexiglass interface. To test this theory, the lid-tank assembly 
was put back together in exactly the same manner as before and filled . 
with water, This time the water was aerated with the pressurized air 
line. Full power boiling spectrums were recorded and the peaks occurred 
in the same places as they had for deaerated water in the closed system.

The likely cause of the 0.5-1.25. kHz resonance was the heater 
itself. This resonance was in the form of a skewed Gaussian with its 
maximum at 0.6 kHz. The major resonance of this long, cylindrical 
heater would be in the axial direction and inversely proportional to its 
length. The eight-inch heater was replaced with a six-inch heater and 
the inverse ratio of their lengths was 1.33. A boiling spectrum was 
recorded for the new heater and the maximum of the resonance shifted to 
0.8 kHz. This tended to confirm the suspicion that the heater was the 
primary cause of the resonance. It is possible that some of the previ
ously mentioned sources contributed to the resonance to account for its 
broad shape.

4.6 Aerated arid DOaCrated "Water Boiling 
From the boiling model developed in the preceeding section, it 

follows that boiling can be distinguished form outgasing as long as the
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low end of the frequency spectrum is not being observed. This is the. 
only region in which outgasing noise will appear. One difference be
tween boiling in aerated and deaerated water has yet to be explained, 
namely the greater amplitude of boiling in the deaerated water. Osborne 
and Holland (1947) noticed this same phenomenon and attributed it to the 
cushioning effect that the air has On the pressure pulses. It is also 
possible that some of the vapor formed by boiling is mixed with the air 
coming out of solution to form bubbles of an air-vapor mixture. These 
bubbles would rise to the surface without collapsing and thus account 
for the decreased amplitude.

4.7 Onset Of Boiling
An experiment was performed to detect the onset of nucleate 

boiling. An attempt to correlate the results of this experiment with an 
analytical prediction of the onset of nucleate boiling from heat transfer 
considerations is the topic of this section.

Spriggs (1976), a graduate student at The University of Arizona 

developed the computer program ONSET to predict the heat flux required 
for the onset of nucleate boiling as a function of AT the temperature 
difference between the heating surface and bulk coolant. The code uses 
natural convection heat transfer correlations developed by Slegal (1954) 
for laminar and turbulent flow regimes over a vertical flat plate. The 
intersection of the turbulent flow correlation with a correlation devel
oped by Rohsenow (1952) for the nucleate boiling regime is taken to be 
the heat flux required for the onset of nucleate boiling. Two important 
assumptions are made in the program.
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1)x Vertical.flat plate heat transfer correlations with a constant 

heat flux boundary condition are assumed to be valid for the 
cylindrical heater.

2) Only three regimes are modeled:
a) laminar
b) turbulent

. c) nucleate boiling 
Transition zones from one flow regime to another are deleted.

The consequences of the assumptions will be discussed later.
Spriggs attempted to verify his program by listening for boiling 

with a hydrophone signal input to a band pass filter. He detected noise 
at a heat flux which was roughly two times lower than the heat flux 
predicted by ONSET. However* the band pass filter used had a centerline 
frequency of 1.2 kHz and a bandwith of 0.8 kHz. The band pass filter 
was purposely designed in this range to match some of the previously 
mentioned acoustical boiling results which give a boiling resonance at 
this frequency. As shown in this thesis, however, 1.2 kHz is the range 
in which butgasing bubbles emit sound by volume oscillations.. Outgasing 
is almost certainly what Spriggs detected, which would account for the 
low value of the heat flux.

The onset of boiling was found for the heater used in this ex
periment by slowly increasing the heat flux while the output of the 
detector was set at 3.8 kHz. This procedure was repeated for different 
bulk coolant temperatures. Although ONSET was written for TRIGA type 
reactor fuel elements, by inserting the correct coefficient for the 
heaters surface condition along with heater dimensions and water Condi
tions , the program could be fun for the heater used in this experiment. 
The results of the program predictions and the experiment are shown in 
Figure 4.3.
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As can be seen from the figure, all of the experimental data
points lie above the curve predicted by ONSET. Recall that flat plate
correlations were used in ONSET, to predict boiling. These correlations
will be approximately applicable for cylinders with relatively large
diameters. However, the heater is relatively long and slender and would
require a higher heat flux to initiate boiling than a flat plate.
Gebhart (1971, p. 355) states

calculations for prandfl numbers .72 and. 1.0 indicate that the 
flat-surface solution is not in error by more than 5 percent in 
heat-transfer rate for vertical cylinders of sufficiently large 
diameter such that

L > 3i/ C“r-1 1
where the Grashof number is based on L

Spot checks for this experiment indicated that Was about 30 percent 
below the criterion.

Recall Figure 1.1 of heat flux versus AT. Since the code ONSET 
ignores the transition region 2-3, it essentially extends the lines 1-2 
and 4-3 until they intersect. This intersection point will be at a 
heat flux lower than point 3, the onset of the nucleate boiling regime. 
Thus it would appear from the above two arguments that the program pre
dicts a smaller or conservative heat flux for boiling.

4.8 Proposed BOiTing Detector 
From the results found in this thesis and the conclusions drawn 

from those results, a working boiling detector is now proposed. A 
hydrophone sufficiently sensitive to detect single boiling bubbles is 
connected to a variable amplifier-band pass filter unit. These units
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are made commercially and are available such that the gain of the ampli
fier may be varied along with the upper and lower limits of the band 
pass filter. The amplifier should also have a lower gain control to 
discriminate low level, spurious noise. The output of the band pass 
filter is inputted to a counter-timer unit such that the relative number 
of bubble collapses per unit time may be recorded (see Figure 4.4).

To use the detector, spectrum analyses of the particular reactor 
of interest should be made under normal operating conditions. The fre
quency band on the band pass filter should be set in a region where 
there is no reactor generated noise. This frequency band must be placed 
above the frequency range of outgasing. The number of counts per unit 
time will be proportional to the amount of boiling taking place. The 
construction and testing of such a detector will constitute a follow-on 
phase of this project and will be reported separately.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions
Based on the experimental results and model derivation proposed
thesis, the following conclusions are formed.
The acoustical spectrum for boiling is flat and any frequency 
peaks can be attributed to System resonances.
Boiling noise can be distinguished from outgasing noise by 
discriminating out the lower end of the frequency spectrum.
It is possible to construct a relatively inexpensive and 
reliable boiling detector for use in pool type research 
reactors as outlined in section 4.7.

5.2 Recommendations 
It is recommended that the equipment described in section 4.7 be 

acquired and assembled. The detector should be tested out of core where 
boiling is known to be taking place. The detector should also be tested 
in core with an electrical boiling source so that the relative amplitude 
of the boiling noise in that particular reactor will be known. A spec
trum analysis of the particular reactor of interest should also be made 
with the electrically produced boiling for the purpose of finding system 
resonances. A spectrum analysis of the reactor while it is in operation 
should easily yield a frequency range in which no noise is present. .
This will probably be in the high frequency range (up to 10 kHz or 
greater). In the case of the AGPR, once a suitable frequency range is 
found for the band pass filter the transient rod should be dropped to

31.

in this 

1)

2)

3)
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determine if it produces noise in this range. However, in the case of 
pulse mode boiling, noise due to the transient rod will probably have 
died away before nucleate boiling begins to occur.
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